REPORT: "Fonction Publique" and The Presidency

1. Objective of this report. The objective of this report is to present some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of several possible ways of organizing the central personnel function, "Fonction Publique," within the Presidency. Subordinate objectives are (1) to present some of the facts regarding the past and present of the Fonction Publique of the Vietnamese government as background against which to evaluate possible organizational rearrangements; (2) to explore briefly the long-term personnel reforms needed within the Government of Viet Nam and their relation to possible organizational rearrangements; and (3) to present appraisals of some of the key personnel.

2. Sources of information. Most of the factual basis for this report comes from interviews with the four key persons in the present "Fonction Publique".

3. Description of the present organization. Chart 1, Organization of the Fonction Publique, and Table 1, which shows numbers of persons assigned to various sections of the organization, both serve as an introduction to describing the organization.

In addition to this formal kind of description, however, there is the more informal, personal side of organization as obtained in interviews. Following are some of the things the interviewees themselves said about their jobs. These things tend to give a less formal and perhaps more functional view of the organization.

Mr. Nho, the Director General, was not very helpful in giving a personal view. He sees that he, and his organization, (1) prepare "papers" for the
signature of the Minister, (2) carry on "research" and study proposals relating
to the general status and salaries of fonctionnaires, (3) represent the govern-
ment in suits against the government instituted by fonctionnaires. He regards
himself as one of the fonctionnaires, although at the same time he considers
himself a specialist in Civil Service affairs. As an organization team mem-
ber he sees himself as a funnel of requests, complaints, and the like from
individual civil servants all over the government to the appropriate officials
within his organization. He also sometimes serves as a consultant to regional
and provincial governments on personnel matters, but sees his organization
as controlling personnel affairs in the Ministries only. Other government
offices (regional and provincial) may be guided by the directives from fonc-
tionnes Publiques but are not governed by them. The attitude prevailing in
the organization, however, is that as communications improve and peace be-
comes more secure, Fonction Publique will extend its sway and centralize
personnel control in itself. Again and again in all the interviews the desire
to centralize and control was evident. One example: personnel dossiers are
badly scattered and not well filed in the Ministries but they are in the
regional governments; the goal of Fonction Publique is to centralize all dos-
siers. This they think they can do by November, 1956.

Mr. Thol, the Director of Personnel, was more helpful than Mr. Tho. He
sees his job primarily as dealing with Ministries and not with individuals,
even though his organization is mainly designed to deal with individual
cases. For example, he controls inter-Ministry transfers (but not intra-
Ministry transfers) and does this by means of documents and not people. He
knows which Ministries have authorized vacancies and will only permit trans-
fers to them.
His organization also controls the leaves of all government employees. The Ministries send him reports of the leaves they have granted, though his organization still maintains "control." With repeated questioning he admitted that the Ministries had made very few mistakes on granting leaves, in recent months. He was nevertheless afraid that without his "control" the Ministries, especially the new ones who have no "skilled" personnel people, would make mistakes which would then become dangerous precedents.

In spite of the rather narrow, legalistic attitude regarding leaves, there are some worthwhile central personnel activities this organization can and does take on as a result of the kind of information on individual cases that flows through it. For example, they have begun to detect that government policies with respect to the reemployment of discharged soldiers are not clear. Mr. Thoi is now writing a memorandum on this matter to the Minister of the Interior. Mr. Thoi would like to see some government-wide policy regarding these reemployment problems.

Also, it has been Mr. Thoi's experience that written regulations do not cover all cases. Hence he receives frequent requests for his interpretation of Civil Service rules on doubtful cases. For example, recently he has been faced with advising Ministries with respect to how to send back to France persons with rights as French civil servants. These evidently have not been enough cases of these to warrant putting out information on procedures so Mr. Thoi handles such requests individually.

Mr. Thoi does not always limit himself but sometimes has used some imagination, for example, in redesigning his own organization to operate more efficiently than is set down in the pertinent Arrêté. For example, according to the Arrêté he was supposed to have one bureau within a service operate for
one group of Ministries and the second bureau operate for the rest of the Ministries. This system just did not work. Instead, he trained his personnel to become specialists in some one personnel function, e.g., transfers. Now then, for example, he has a specialist or two who handle transfers within whatever Ministries they occur.

Mr. Truong, the Director of Legislation and Disputed Cases (Contentieux) was also quite helpful. As might be expected from his title, Mr. Truong sees that he has two main jobs: "legislation" and handling disputed cases. Legislation turns out to mean the preparation of new regulations, mostly concerned with salary and pension problems, as well as the putting of new regulations into execution. By putting regulations into execution, it developed, Mr. Thoi meant not only the preparation and distribution of written regulations but also the preparation and distribution of written "interpretations" of the regulations.

Their big job now is the preparation and distribution of new regulations regarding the composition and pay of the 60-odd "cadres" of employees. These regulations for some cadres have been completed, but there are about 40 more cadres to go. Part of this problem of reordering cadres came about because of the centralizing of several disparate personnel systems formerly existing in Tonkin, Cochin China, Annam, and the PMS.

Once a new cadre has been formed, it becomes necessary to transfer sometimes thousands of persons from outdated cadres to the new one. This mass of clerical work should probably technically be done by the Director of Personnel, Mr. Thoi. But Mr. Truong feels that this vast, delicate job can only be handled by his organization, if it is to be done "right." (This kind of action sets up a series of questions. For example, how does Mr. Truong get personnel for all this extra work? To what extent does this clerical load distract his
(From another personal perspective)

Here is a function choice related to budgeting:

- The objectives of personal and electronic commerce must be focused to keep information accurate at the electronic commerce organization, especially if we expect to use of the electronic commerce organization, especially if we expect to use of the electronic commerce organization.
- The objectives of the electronic commerce organization help us to keep the information accurate over all the electronic commerce organization are all seen as an unconditional outcome.

(Another one)

* Know the objectives of the organization as a kind of matching

* Know that the organization never needs in the organization

Indirect causes become those are the only necessary for the electronic commerce organization.

* I expect to know the objectives than if the objectives handle those

* Another type or indirect cause is to know the objectives of the organization, which can be seen as a significant outcome.

* In addition to the objectives, there are some changes that may occur at the 50,000 and more practices a year.

* In addition to the objectives, there was another example of some practices and observations in the organization.

(For example)

- To handle some aspects of the organization, the objectives should be between the objectives and the objectives of the objectives. There was another example of some practices and observations in the organization.

In addition to the objectives, there are some changes that may occur at the 50,000 and more practices a year.

- Know the objectives that there was some documentation of the organization from doing the main pottery-setting job, that are the organization...
A large part of the time of the service of disputed cases seems to go into researching out the facts. Many cases are settled out of court, once the facts have been dug up. This disputed cases operation did not appear to assume large proportions. Mr. Truong himself evidently is able to handle much of this work even though he is not trained in law.

Mr. Truong seems to be about as free to depart from arrêtes-set organization as Mr. Thoi. He knows he has two chiefs of service and four bureau chiefs. But these men, because of a scarcity of trained personnel, do the skilled work. The lower level employees are shifted around as needs dictate. They evidently do not remain in any one bureau.

Mr. Tho, chief of the central services, tried to be helpful in the interview. He described in some detail the usual administrative services he provides to the rest of the Fonction Publique organization. In addition to running these administrative services, he has plenty of additional jobs, e.g., implementing a recent nation-wide economy drive within the Fonction Publique, studying an agrarian reform project for the Council of Ministers, and even preparing speeches for President Diem.

4. Problems of moving the Fonction Publique intact to the Presidency.
In general, Mr. Tho runs a pretty tight ship, even if there is a little leakage between compartments. For what it is, it apparently runs well. I don’t believe, however, the Government ought to be satisfied with it. Perhaps breaking up the organization could, but would not necessarily, give Viet Nam more dynamic and less legalistic personnel management.

In general, the interviewees thought they were being moved to the Presidency. One thought that the reason was that the Minister of the Interior
already had too much to do. They had once been in the Presidency when the Minister in charge of Fonction Publique was also in charge of the Presidency. In general they saw no change when they were moved to Interior. One interviewee thought the move back to the Presidency would make things better in the sense that they would then be doing things in the name of the President, who is obviously at a higher level than the Minister of the Interior.

Incidentally, nowhere was the argument encountered that Fonction Publique should remain in Interior because of the help Fonction Publique could give on personnel security matters or the help it could get from Interior-controlled police agencies.

5. Some problems of moving only legislation and disputed cases to the Presidency and breaking up "Personnel." It is doubtful that this retention of legislation and disputed cases in its present form would help the Government function any better in the personnel area. It can be seen in the foregoing that actually Legislation and Disputed Cases does little to formulate and promulgate progressive general personnel policies. It mainly seems to do in the salary field what "Personnel" does in the field of leaves, transfers, and the like.

Also, if Personnel were broken up among the Ministries, the following questions arise: (1) How would inter-Ministry transfers (often in the Public interest) be worked? (2) What central personnel office would be in a position to become aware of, gather data on, and recommend necessary uniform action on current yet usually temporary personnel problems of a non-salary nature, e.g., government personnel policy on the reemployment of discharged soldiers once government employees? (3) How would the present mess in dossiers be
settled? (Centralizing dossiers may not be the best answer but it may be a fairly good one). (4) "Personnel" directorate personnel, if distributed to the Ministries, according to Ho through Dorsey, might be given the "treatment"?

If, in addition, the Services Centrales of Fonction Publique were also broken up, then this additional service load would have to fall on the administrative services section of the Presidency. The volume of the administrative work of the Fonction Publique would be tremendous, especially if it were asked to continue to distribute regulations and interpretations, and if it continued its operations in transferring personnel from one cadre to another, in assembling all dossiers, etc.

6. **Evaluation of Key Personnel.** Much can be gathered from the foregoing descriptions of functions since these descriptions indirectly reveal the attitudes of the interviewees. All the officials are generalists. No Personnel specialists, if such exist, seem to have worked their way into the top personnel jobs. One gets the strong impression that all the people below Mr. Ho himself fairly unimaginatively follow orders, except with respect to adjusting their organizational facilities better to meet the demands placed on them. To some extent the Director of Legislation and Disputed Cases (Mr. Truong) permitted himself to get practically his whole organization buried in the details of switching individuals from old to new cadres, and then lost sight of his possible policy-making functions. It would be difficult to find suitable men to build a new organization along those now available in Fonction Publique. Mr. Ho has shown some breadth of vision in personnel matters at rare moments, but none of the others have during my contacts with them.

7. **Long-term Personnel Reforms and Development.** This is not the time or place to outline all that should be done to give the Government a more
modern, effective personnel system. The proposed reorganization plan promises to accomplish little. Decentralization of some personnel functions, e.g., granting of leaves, would appear to be desirable. But to create a personnel-policy making organization, and an organization that is also equipped to assist Ministries in such dynamic personnel matters as job analysis and classification, training, and modern civil service examination methods, would be most difficult with present personnel.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBERS OF PERSONS IN VARIOUS SECTIONS OF FONCTION PUBLIQUE with numbers of supervisors added and designated with an S, below.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECTOR GENERAL LEVEL</th>
<th>DIRECTOR LEVEL</th>
<th>CHIEF OF SERVICE LEVEL</th>
<th>CHIEF OF BUREAU LEVEL</th>
<th>WORK LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEGISLATION 18 + 3 S</td>
<td>CONTENTIEUX 30 + 70 S</td>
<td>CONTENTIEUX 12 + 3 S</td>
<td>(disputed cases)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIL: 12 + 1 S</td>
<td>PERSONNEL AND ACCOUNTING 10 + 1 S</td>
<td>CONFIDENTIAL MAIL AND FILING: 6 + 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIRES 35 + 3 S</td>
<td>BUREAU 1: 14 + 1 S</td>
<td>BUREAU 2: 21 + 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICE FOR CONTRACTUAL AND DAY-BY-DAY PERSONNEL 10 + 3 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESSENGERS, JANITORS, CHAUFFEURS, ETC. 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chart 1.

Organization of the Fonction Publique

- - -
Minister of Interior

Director General of the Fonction Publique
Mr. Neo

Director General, Adjoint

Director of Legislation and Disputed Cases
Mr. Truong

Chief of Legislative Service
(2 Bureaus)

Chief of Service of Disputed Cases
(2 Bureaus)

Chief of Central Service
Mr. Thi

1. Mail Bureau
(2 Bureaus)

2. Personnel and Accounting and Material (for the Fonction publique organization only)

3. Confidential Mail and Filing

Chief of Service for Contractual and Day-by-Day Personnel

Chief of Service for Contractual Personnel

Director of Personnel
Mr. Thi

More detailed descriptions of duties of these bureaus is not warranted since personnel are shifted about to meet temporary needs.
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2. Sources of information. Most of the factual basis for this report comes from interviews with the four key persons in the present "Fonctiones Publiques."

3. Description of the present organization. Chart 1, Organization of the Fonctiones Publiques, and Table 1, which shows numbers of persons assigned to various sections of the organization, both serve as an introduction to describing the organization.

In addition to this formal kind of description, however, there is the more informal, personal side of organization as obtained in interviews. Following are some of the things the interviewees themselves said about their jobs. These things tend to give a less formal and perhaps more functional view of the organization.

Mr. Nho, the Director General, was not very helpful in giving a personal view. He sees that he, and his organization: (1) prepare "papers" for the
signature of the Minister, (2) carry on "research" and study proposals relating to the general status and salaries of fonctionnaires, (3) represent the government in suits against the government instituted by fonctionnaires. He regards himself as one of the fonctionnaires, although at the same time he considers himself a specialist in Civil Service affairs. As an organization team member he sees himself as a funneler of requests, complaints, and the like from individual civil servants all over the government to the appropriate officials within his organization. He also sometimes serves as a consultant to regional and provincial governments on personnel matters, but sees his organization as controlling personnel affairs in the Ministries only. Other government offices (regional and provincial) may be guided by the directives from Fonctiones Publiques but are not governed by them. The attitude prevailing in the organization, however, is that as communications improve and peace becomes more secure, Fonctiones Publiques will extend its sway and centralize personnel control in itself. Again and again in all the interviews the desire to centralize and control was evident. One example: personnel dossiers are badly scattered and not well filed in the Ministries but they are in the regional governments; the goal of Fonctiones Publiques is to centralize all dossiers. This they think they can do by November, 1956.

Mr. Thoi, the Director of Personnel, was more helpful than Mr. Nho. He sees his job primarily as dealing with Ministries and not with individuals, even though his organization is mainly designed to deal with individual cases. For example, he controls inter-Ministry transfers (but not intra-Ministry transfers) and does this by means of documents and not people. He knows which Ministries have authorized vacancies and will only permit transfers to them.
His organization also controls the leaves of all government employees. The Ministries send him reports of the leaves they have granted, though his organization still maintains "control." With repeated questioning he admitted that the Ministries had made very few mistakes on granting leaves, in recent months. He was nevertheless afraid that without his "control" the Ministries, especially the new ones who have no "skilled" personnel people, would make mistakes which would then become dangerous precedents.

In spite of the rather narrow, legalistic attitude regarding leaves, there are some worthwhile central personnel activities this organization can and does take on as a result of the kind of information on individual cases that flows through it. For example, they have begun to detect that government policies with respect to the reemployment of discharged soldiers are not clear. Mr. Thoi is now writing a memorandum on this matter to the Minister of the Interior. Mr. Thoi would like to see some government-wide policy regarding these reemployment problems.

Also, it has been Mr. Thoi's experience that written regulations do not cover all cases. Hence he receives frequent requests for his interpretation of Civil Service rules on doubtful cases. For example, recently he has been faced with advising Ministries with respect to how to send back to France persons with rights as French civil servants. There evidently have not been enough cases of these to warrant putting out information on procedures so Mr. Thoi handles such requests individually.

Mr. Thoi does not always limit himself but sometimes has used some imagination, for example, in redesigning his own organization to operate more efficiently than is set down in the pertinent Arrêté. For example, according to the Arrêté he was supposed to have one bureau within a service operate for one group of
Ministries and the second bureau operate for the rest of the Ministries. This system just did not work. Instead, he trained his personnel to become specialists in some one personnel function, e.g., transfers. Now then, for example, he has a specialist or two who handle transfers within whatever Ministries they occur.

Mr. Truong, the Director of Legislation and Disputed Cases (Contentieux) was also quite helpful. As might be expected from his title, Mr. Truong sees that he has two main jobs: "legislation" and handling disputed cases. Legislation turns out to mean the preparation of new regulations, mostly concerned with salary and pension problems, as well as the putting of new regulations into execution. By putting regulations into execution, it developed, Mr. Thoi meant not only the preparation and distribution of written regulations but also the preparation and distribution of written "interpretations" of the regulations.

Their big job now is the preparation and distribution of new regulations regarding the composition and pay of the 60-odd "cadres" of employees. These regulations for some cadres have been completed, but there are about 40 more cadres to go. Part of this problem of reordering cadres came about because of the centralizing of several disparate personnel systems formerly existing in Tonkin, Cochin China, Annam, and the PMS.

Once a new cadre has been formed, it becomes necessary to transfer sometimes thousands of persons from outmoded cadres to the new one. This mass of clerical work should probably technically be done by the Director of Personnel, Mr. Thoi. But Mr. Truong feels that this vast, delicate job can only be handled by his organization, if it is to be done "right." (This kind of action sets up a series of questions. For example, how does Mr. Thuong get personnel for all this extra work? To what extent does this clerical load distract his organization
from doing its main policy-setting job? What are the relations between Mr. Thoi and Mr. Truong? Etc.)

Mr. Truong admitted that there was some decentralization of the "regulation" of these cadres. Some cadres belong entirely or almost so to some one technical Ministry, e.g., Agriculture or Public Works. These Ministries then handle their own cadre "regulation" problems.

In addition to the clerical load that probably ought to be done by Mr. Thoi's office, there was another example of seeming overlapping in function between Mr. Truong's and Mr. Thoi's offices. Mr. Truong's office seemed also to handle some types of individual personnel problems. For example, Mr. Truong's office was now charged with making individual arrangements with highly qualified, technically trained Vietnamese abroad to get them to come home. In some cases they were offering 50,000 and more piastres a year. But there are no general regulations. Salaries seem to depend on individual bargaining factors. Another type of individual case Mr. Truong's organization deals with is settling salary arrangements for civil servants being sent abroad to study. (Note: I suspect Mr. Truong's rather than Mr. Thoi's office handles these individual cases because these are all salary matters; this distinction was never made in the interviews.)

Somehow, too, Mr. Truong sees his organization as a kind of watchdog over all the Ministries. The Ministers are all seen as unscrupulous empire builders. Mr. Truong's directorate somehow helps to keep the internal organizations of the various Ministries fairly uniform, especially with respect to numbers of personnel. This directorate somehow has power to keep Ministries from adding personnel. (Note: Here is a function closely related to budgeting.)
A large part of the time of the service of disputed cases seems to go into researching out the facts. Many cases are settled out of court, once the facts have been dug up. This disputed cases operation did not appear to assume large proportions. Mr. Truong himself evidently is able to handle much of this work even though he is not trained in law.

Mr. Truong seems to be about as free to depart from arrêté-set organization as Mr. Thoi. He knows he has two chiefs of service and four bureau chiefs. But these men, because of a scarcity of trained personnel, do the skilled work. The lower level employees are shifted around as needs dictate. They evidently do not remain in any one bureau.

Mr. Tho, chief of the central services, tried to be helpful in the interview. He described in some detail the usual administrative services he provides to the rest of the Fonctiones Publiques organization. In addition to running these administrative services, he has plenty of additional jobs, e.g., implementing a recent nation-wide economy drive within the Fonctiones Publiques, studying an agrarian reform project for the Council of Ministers, and even preparing speeches for President Diem.

4. Problems of moving the Fonctiones Publiques intact to The Presidency. In general, Mr. Nho runs a pretty tight ship, even if there is a little leakage between compartments. For what it is, it apparently runs well. I don't believe, however, the Government ought to be satisfied with it. Perhaps breaking up the organization could, but would not necessarily, give Viet Nam more dynamic and less legalistic personnel management.

In general, the interviewees thought they were being moved to the Presidency. One thought that the reason was that the Minister of the Interior already had too much to do. They had once been in the Presidency when the Minister in charge
of Fonctiones Publiques was also in charge of the Presidency. In general they
saw no change when they were moved to Interior. One interviewee thought the
move back to the Presidency would make things better in the sense that they
would then be doing things in the name of the President, who is obviously at a
higher level than the Minister of the Interior.

Incidentally, nowhere was the argument encountered that Fonctiones Publiques
should remain in Interior because of the help Fonctiones Publiques could give
on personnel security matters or the help it could get from Interior-controlled
police agencies.

5. Some problems of moving only legislation and disputed cases to the
Presidency and breaking up "Personnel." It is doubtful that this retention of
legislation and disputed cases in its present form would help the Government
function any better in the personnel area. It can be seen in the foregoing
that actually Legislation and Disputed Cases does little to formulate and
promulgate progressive general personnel policies. It mainly seems to do in
the salary field what "Personnel" does in the field of leaves, transfers, and the like.

Also, if Personnel were broken up among the Ministries, the following
questions arise: (1) How would inter-Ministry transfers (often in the public
interest) be worked? (2) What central personnel office would be in a position
to become aware of, gather data on, and recommend necessary uniform action on
current yet usually temporary personnel problems of a non-salary nature, e.g.,
government personnel policy on the reemployment of discharged soldiers once
government employees? (3) How would the present mess in dossiers be settled?
(Centralizing dossiers may not be the best answer but it may be a fairly good
one.) (4) "Personnel" directorate personnel, if distributed to the Ministries,
according to Nho through Dorsey, might be given the "treatment"?

If, in addition, the Services Centrales of Fonctiones Publiques were also broken up, then this additional service load would have to fall on the administrative services section of the Presidency. The volume of the administrative work of the Fonctiones Publiques would be tremendous, especially if it were asked to continue to distribute regulations and interpretations, and if it continued its operations in transferring personnel from one cadre to another, in assembling all dossiers, etc.

6. Evaluation of Key Personnel. Much can be gathered from the foregoing descriptions of functions since these descriptions indirectly reveal the attitudes of the interviewees. All the officials are generalists. No personnel specialists, if such exist, seem to have worked their way into the top personnel jobs. One gets the strong impression that all the people below Mr. Nho himself fairly unimaginatively follow orders, except with respect to adjusting their organizational facilities better to meet the demands placed on them. To some extent the Director of Legislation and Disputed Cases (Mr. Truong) permitted himself to get practically his whole organization buried in the details of switching individuals from old to new cadres, and then lost sight of his possible policy-making functions. It would be difficult to find suitable men to build a new organization among those now available in Fonctiones Publiques. Mr. Nho has shown some breadth of vision in personnel matters at rare moments, but none of the others have during my contacts with them.

7. Long-term Personnel Reforms and Development. This is not the time or place to outline all that should be done to give the Government a more modern, effective personnel system. The proposed reorganization plans promise to accomplish little. Decentralization of some personnel functions, e.g., granting of
leaves, would appear to be desirable. But to create a personnel-policy making organization, and an organization that is also equipped to assist Ministries in such dynamic personnel matters as job analysis and classification, training, and modern civil service examination methods, would be most difficult with present personnel.
### TABLE I.

**NUMBERS OF PERSONS IN VARIOUS SECTIONS OF FONCTIONES PUBLIQUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Director General Level</th>
<th>Director Level</th>
<th>Chief of Service Level</th>
<th>Chief of Bureaup</th>
<th>Work Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEGISLATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18+ 3 S</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONTENTIEUX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+ 7 S</td>
<td></td>
<td>12+ 3 S</td>
<td>(disputed cases)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIL: 12+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td>PERSONNEL AND ACCOUNTING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28+</td>
<td></td>
<td>10+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFIDENTIAL MAIL AND FILING: 6+1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43+ 4 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CADRE SERVICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53+ 7 S</td>
<td>35+ 3 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SERVICE FOR CONTRACTUAL AND DAY-BY-DAY PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10+ 3 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BUREAU 1: 14+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BUREAU 2: 21+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BUREAU 1: 5+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BUREAU 2: 5+ 1 S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MESSENGERS, JANITORS, CHAUFFEURS, ETC. 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More detailed descriptions of duties of these bureaus is not warranted since personnel are shifted about to meet temporary needs.